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Finding Mutual Benefit between Subjectivity
Analysis and Information Extraction
Janyce Wiebe and Ellen Riloff
Abstract—“Subjectivity analysis” systems automatically identify and extract information relating to attitudes, opinions, and sentiments
from text. As more and more people make their opinions available on the Internet and as people increasingly consult the Internet to
ascertain other people’s opinions about products, political issues, and so on, the demand for effective subjectivity analysis systems
continues to grow. Information extraction systems, which automatically identify and extract factual information relating to events of
interest, remain critically important in this day and age of increasingly vast amounts of text available online. In this work, we discover
that these research areas are mutually beneficial. Information extraction techniques may be used to learn informative clues of
subjectivity. Then, by bootstrapping from a lexicon of subjectivity clues, we can build a subjective-objective sentence classifier that
does not require annotated data as input. This classifier may then be used to improve information extraction performance, on data
which have not been annotated for subjectivity, by improving precision.
Index Terms—Natural language processing, text analysis.
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INTRODUCTION

analysis is a rapidly growing area that
involves the automatic identification and extraction of
information relating to attitudes, opinions, and sentiments
from unstructured text. Many applications could benefit
from subjectivity analysis, including entertainment and
product review mining (e.g., [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]), product
reputation analysis (e.g., [5], [4], [6]), spam filtering [7],
tracking sentiments toward events (e.g., [8], [9]), and multidocument summarization and question answering [10].
In contrast, Information Extraction (IE) systems typically
involve the automatic identification and extraction of
factual information relating to events. For example, IE
systems have been built to extract facts associated with
terrorist incidents (e.g., [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]),
disease outbreaks (e.g., [11], [12], [17]), plane crashes [18],
vehicle launches [18], management succession [19], joint
ventures [20], corporate acquisitions (e.g., [21], [22]), and job
and seminar announcements (e.g., [23], [24], [22]).
Our work explores ways in which these seemingly
disparate areas can benefit one another. The first research
direction investigates several ways that information extraction techniques can be used to learn and recognize
subjective language. Subjective language is often colorful
and creative, and there is a seemingly endless variety of
terms and expressions that may be used to convey
opinions and emotions. Consequently, even though several
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subjectivity lexicons have been compiled (e.g., [25], [26],
[27], [28], [29]), they are far from complete. Since subjective
language is so varied, a central focus of our work is
creating subjective language learners that can be trained
from unannotated corpora. These learners can then be
applied to large text collections to generate more expansive
dictionaries, as well as small domain-specific corpora that
have specialized vocabularies and idiosyncratic language.
Our approach uses weakly supervised IE learning methods
to automatically generate lists of subjective terms and
expressions from unannotated texts. This work focuses on
two types of subjective language: nouns that have a
subjective meaning or connotation, and multiword expressions that capture subjectivity.
The second research direction explores the other side of
the synergy: the use of subjectivity analysis to improve the
accuracy of fact-based information extraction systems.
Typically, IE systems look exhaustively through texts for
any information that appears relevant to the domain of
interest. As a result, IE systems often generate false hits from
subjective sentences. One reason is that nonliteral sentences
are sources of false hits for IE systems because subjective
language often includes metaphorical expressions. For
example, an IE system searching for bombings might
incorrectly interpret the sentence The Parliament exploded into
fury to be about a physical explosion. Other sources of false
hits for IE systems are sentences with opinions, allegations,
conjectures, and speculations, all of which are subjective
sentences. For example, the following is an opinion sentence
from which an IE system is likely to extract “the economy” as
a physical target: The subversives must suspend their efforts to
destroy the economy. We explore the idea of using a subjective
sentence classifier to proactively identify and filter subjective
sentences before extracting information from them. To
accomplish this, we present a method for automatically
creating a subjective sentence classifier for any domain,
using only unannotated texts for training.
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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This paper integrates and expands upon several different
pieces of work published over a span of three years (e.g.,
[30], [31], [28], [32]), showing how seemingly distinct
research results are ultimately integrated together for
mutual benefit. In addition, this paper presents a uniform
evaluation of the different subjectivity algorithms that we
developed. The previous papers were published while the
subjectivity corpus used for evaluation in this work, the
Multiperspective Question Answering (MPQA) corpus [33]
(described below in Section 3.1), was still evolving, so prior
evaluations were performed on preliminary versions of the
corpus. A final, stable version of the MPQA corpus has
since been released and it has become a widely used
publicly available resource for subjectivity analysis. This
paper includes updated results of our algorithms on the
official release of the MPQA corpus, allowing for consistent
and reproducible results across systems.

1.1 Using IE to Improve Subjectivity Analysis
Our research investigates the use of weakly supervised IE
learning methods to automatically acquire lists of subjective
nouns and multiword subjective expressions. To learn
subjective nouns, we explore two IE bootstrapping techniques, Basilisk [34] and Meta-Bootstrapping [35], which were
originally designed for semantic lexicon induction. These
bootstrapping algorithms begin with a few “seed nouns”
that are used to identify additional nouns that occur in the
same extraction pattern contexts. This approach is based on
our observation that local context can select for subjective
noun phrases (NPs). For example, lexico-syntactic patterns
such as “voiced hnpi” and “expressed hnpi” tend to identify
noun phrases that represent opinions (e.g., “voiced displeasure” or “expressed disgust”).
To learn multiword subjective expressions, we investigate the use of extraction pattern learning techniques. The
main contribution of this work is the use of extraction
patterns as a representation for complex subjective expressions. Subjective language often occurs in metaphorical
and idiomatic expressions that cannot be adequately
modeled as fixed word sequences. For example, consider
the phrase “dealt a blow,” which has a strong negative
connotation. This phrase cannot be captured by a fixed
word sequence (N-gram) because adjectives often appear
inside the phrase (e.g., “a serious blow,” “a critical blow,” and
“a long-lasting blow”).
Syntactically flexible expressions can be represented
naturally as lexico-syntactic patterns. We use the AutoSlogTS learner [14] to automatically identify extraction patterns
that are correlated with subjective text. AutoSlog-TS does
not require annotated training data, but it does require
relevant and irrelevant text samples for training (in this
case, subjective and objective text). This requirement is
problematic for two reasons. First, ultimately our goal is to
use subjectivity analysis to improve information extraction
systems, which are usually domain specific. Domainspecific corpora rarely have subjectivity classifications, so
manual labeling would be necessary for each domain.
Second, most documents contain a mixture of subjective
and objective sentences: Wiebe et al. [36], [37] report that
44 percent of sentences in their news corpus are subjective.
Consequently, relying on document-level subjectivity labels
during training would be noisy.
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Our solution is to develop a method to automatically
harvest subjective and objective sentences from unannotated texts. First, we exploit an existing subjectivity lexicon
to construct domain-independent rule-based classifiers that
identify subjective and objective sentences with high
precision (but low recall). Then, we run the rule-based
classifiers over a large, unannotated text corpus, which
automatically generates a small but high-quality collection
of subjective and objective sentences. These sentences are
given to AutoSlog-TS as training data to learn IE patterns
associated with subjectivity.
The effectiveness of the algorithms for learning subjective
nouns and multiword subjective expressions is evaluated
against the MPQA corpus. We also conducted a manual
evaluation of the subjective nouns learned by our systems.

1.2 Using Subjectivity Analysis to Improve IE
Our second goal is to use subjectivity analysis to improve
the performance of information extraction systems. Our
hypothesis was that filtering subjective sentences before
extracting information from them could prevent many
incorrect extractions. Consequently, we need a classifier
that can distinguish subjective sentences from objective
(factual) sentences.
To train such a classifier, ideally we would like to have
subjective and objective sentences from the relevant
domain. We use the same rule-based classifiers mentioned
previously to automatically harvest subjective and objective
sentences from unannotated, domain-specific texts. The
harvested sentences are given to a naive Bayes classifier as
training data, and we embed the classifier in a self-training
loop to improve its recall. The classifier uses a variety of
subjectivity features, including words obtained from existing subjectivity lexicons as well as the subjective nouns and
multiword expressions learned by our IE-based learning
methods. Using this process, we can train a subjective
sentence classifier from scratch for any unannotated corpus,
including domain-specific or specialized corpora.
Finally, we train a subjective sentence classifier for the
MUC-4 IE terrorism domain and experiment with several
filtering strategies, including an aggressive strategy that
discards all extractions from subjective sentences and more
complex strategies that selectively discard extractions. We
evaluate the performance of these different approaches on
the MUC-4 IE data set. We find that indiscriminately
filtering extractions from subjective sentences is overly
aggressive, but selective filtering strategies do improve
precision with minimal recall loss.
1.3 Outline
In the rest of this paper, we discuss each of these research
problems, describe our methods, and present experimental
results and analyses. In Section 2, we begin by positioning
our work with respect to previous work on subjectivity
analysis and information extraction. In Section 3, we
present the weakly supervised IE-based methods for
learning subjective nouns and multiword subjective expressions. In Section 4, we describe the self-trained naive
Bayes classifier that learns to identify subjective and
objective sentences. In Section 5, we discuss the strategies
that we use to incorporate subjective sentence classification
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into an information extraction system and present empirical results on the MUC-4 IE task. Finally, Section 6
concludes with a summary of our results and contributions.

2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 Subjectivity Analysis
Subjective expressions are words and phrases being used to
express opinions, sentiments, speculations, etc. Following
are some examples, with subjective expressions in bold [38]:
His alarm grew.
He absorbed the information quickly.
UCC/Disciples leaders roundly condemned the Iranian
President’s verbal assault on Israel.
What’s the catch?
Polarity (also called semantic orientation) is also important
for NLP applications in sentiment analysis and opinion
extraction. In review mining, for example, we want to know
whether an opinion about a product is positive or negative.
Even so, we believe there are strong motivations for a
separate subjective/objective (S/O) classification as well.
First, expressions may be subjective but not have any
particular polarity. An example given in [39] is Jerome says
the hospital feels no different than a hospital in the states. An
NLP application system may want to find a wide range of
private states attributed to a person, such as their motivations, thoughts, and speculations, in addition to their
positive and negative sentiments.
Second, distinguishing subjective and objective instances
has often proven more difficult than subsequent polarity
classification. Researchers have found this at various levels
of analysis, including the manual annotation of phrases
[40], sentiment classification of phrases [39], sentiment
tagging of words [41], and sentiment tagging of word
senses [42]. Thus, effective methods for S/O classification
promise to improve performance for sentiment analysis.
Researchers in sentiment analysis have realized benefits by
decomposing the problem into S/O and polarity classification [10], [43], [39], [44]. One reason is that different features
may be relevant for the two subproblems. For example,
negation features are more important for polarity classification than for subjectivity classification. The overall framework we envision is a layered approach: classifying
instances as objective or subjective, and further classifying
the subjective instances by polarity. The current paper
addresses the first of these subproblems. However, since
the subproblems are interrelated, we consider both when
discussing previous work below.
As mentioned above, in this paper we propose methods
for learning two types of subjective language: nouns that
have subjective meanings, and expressions that capture
subjectivity, represented as lexico-syntactic patterns. We
also develop a sentence classifier for use in IE experiments.
Overall, the required inputs for our work on subjectivity are
an existing subjectivity lexicon, a set of seed nouns, and a
small amount of human review. Thus, our methods may be
applied to new domains without requiring time-consuming
manual annotations of corpora.
Several methods have been proposed for learning subjective words (also known as words with semantic orientation,
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opinion bearing words, sentiment bearing words, and so on).
The original seed of our idea for learning subjective nouns, in
which linguistic contexts are identified which select for
subjective nouns, is due to Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown
[25]. They exploit linguistic constraints on the semantic
orientations of adjectives used in conjunctions: In the
construct <adjective> and <adjective>, the adjectives must be
the same polarity. We can view the pattern <adjective-knownto-be-positive> and <adjective> as an extraction pattern for
finding positive adjectives (similarly for negative ones). This
idea was later extended by several other researchers,
including Turney [45], who uses five patterns to extract
positive and negative words, Gamon and Aue [46], who
exploit the constraint that words of opposite polarity tend
not to occur in the same sentence, and Kanayama and
Nasukawa [47], who exploit the tendency for the same
polarities to appear successively in context. However, such
patterns and linguistic constraints used by other researchers
are manually conceived, while we identify the extraction
patterns automatically. Further, our system takes into
account a greater variety of local contexts to identify
subjective words than in others’ work, due to our use of
extraction patterns, which require shallow parsing and
syntactic role assignment.
Turning to lexico-syntactic representations of subjective
expressions, along with Yi et al. in 2003 [6], we were the first
to automatically identify subjective clues that are lexicosyntactic patterns rather than individual words or n-grams
(the year before, Pang et al. [2] and Wiebe and Wilson [48]
experimented with n-grams). Since then, pattern representations of subjective expressions have been more common
(e.g., [47], [29], [49]). Again, our system learns a wider
variety of patterns than in other work. Note that some
researchers use patterns to link opinions to their sources
(holders) and/or targets (topics) (e.g., [50], [51], [29]), a task
that we do not address in this work.
Our sentence classifier is a traditional machine learning
system. The interesting aspect of the classifier is that it is
trained on data that are created automatically, not on
manually annotated data. Yet, the performance rivals the
performance of classifiers trained on manually annotated
data [30], [28] (see Section 4).
There is other work in opinion mining and subjectivity
and sentiment analysis that does not require manually
labeled data as input, including [45], [52], [47], [40], [53]. We
were the first to exploit an existing lexical resource to mine
unlabeled data for subjective and objective sentences, to
serve as training data for subjectivity learners.
Recently, domain dependence in opinion mining and
sentiment analysis has been addressed by several groups.
Blitzer et al. [54] focus on domain adaptation via structural
correspondence learning and Andreevskaia and Bergler [55]
combine a supervised classifier with a system that mines
WordNet synsets and glosses for relevant knowledge. Those
are both different strategies from ours of bootstrapping from
an existing subjectivity lexicon to classify data directly in the
domain of interest. Kanayama and Nasukawa’s [47] work is
the most similar recent work. They exploit an existing
domain-independent lexicon to find domain-dependent
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clues in a corpus, with mechanisms added to distinguish
among positive, negative, and neutral clues.
Note that our strategy is different from the strategy of
using “found” training data, such as reviews with userdefined stars and movie-review snippets [43]. With ours,
the data are not limited to the domains of the found data.

2.2 Information Extraction
Our research revolves around event-oriented information
extraction, where the goal of the IE system is to extract facts
associated with domain-specific events from unstructured
text. Information extraction systems have been created for a
variety of domains, including terrorism [16], [13], [14], [15],
plane crashes [18], vehicle launches [18], management
succession [19], joint ventures [20], corporate acquisitions
[21], [22], job postings [23], [22], seminar announcements
[24], [22], and disease outbreaks [12], [56], [17].
Many different approaches have been developed, but
generally speaking, they fall into two categories: classifierbased approaches and rule/pattern-based approaches.
Classifier-based IE systems use machine learning techniques
to train a classifier that sequentially processes a document
looking for words to be extracted. Examples of classifierbased IE systems are SRV [21], HMM approaches [22],
ALICE [13], and Relational Markov Networks [57]. The
classifier decides whether a word should be extracted by
considering features associated with that word as well as
features of the words around it. Pattern-based IE systems use
a set of explicit patterns or rules to find relevant information. Some older systems relied on hand-crafted patterns,
while more recent systems learn them automatically or
semi-automatically. Examples of rule/pattern-based approaches to information extraction are PALKA [58], LIEP
[59], CRYSTAL [15], AutoSlog/AutoSlog-TS [60], [14],
RAPIER [61], ExDisco [19], SNOWBALL [62], (LP)2 [24],
subtree patterns [63], predicate-argument rules [64], and
KnowItAll [65].
Our research utilizes pattern-based IE methods, both for
learning subjective expressions and for incorporating
subjectivity analysis into IE applications. As we will explain
in Section 3.3, the pattern representations used for IE
naturally lend themselves to a flexible representation for
subjective expressions. The pattern-based bootstrapping
methods described in Section 3.4 also provide a natural
mechanism for learning subjective words.
Our work is the first research effort to exploit subjectivity analysis to improve the performance of an
information extraction system (see [32] for our earliest
results of this effort). Along similar lines, Klebanov et al.
[66] developed a method for simplifying natural language
texts to make them easier to process by information-seeking
applications. The relation to our work is that, as part of
their process, they filter out sentences with verbs such as
“want” and “desire” because they are not factive (e.g., from
“John wants to win,” we infer that he has not already won).
Thus, their system filters out some subjective sentences.
However, they do not experiment with using the results of
their simplification algorithm to improve the performance
of an end application, stating that the performance of the
algorithm is not yet satisfactory.
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LEARNING SUBJECTIVE WORDS AND
EXPRESSIONS WITH EXTRACTION PATTERNS

This section presents our work exploiting IE-based methods
to learn subjective expressions, both learning subjective
nouns and learning multiword subjective expressions. For
the first task, extraction patterns are exploited to identify
local contexts which may select for subjective nouns. The
outcome of this task is a list of nouns with subjective usages.
For the second task, extraction patterns are themselves the
goal. The outcome is a list of extraction patterns correlated
with subjectivity in a corpus.

3.1 Data
For the experiments described in this section and in Section 4,
we require unannotated data for input, as well as annotated
data for evaluation. We use collections of English-language
versions of news articles from the world press made
available by FBIS, the US Foreign Broadcast Information
Service. The annotated subset of these data is the Multiperspective Question Answering Corpus, which has been
annotated for subjective expressions.1 In this section and in
Section 4, all of the gold standards are sentence-level
subjectivity classifications. The sentence-level classes are
defined in terms of the expression level annotations as
follows: A sentence is subjective if it contains one or more
subjective expressions of medium or higher intensity.
3.2 Extraction Patterns
Our research uses extraction patterns to represent linguistic
expressions, both for generating lists of subjective nouns
and as features for subjective/objective sentence classification. In this section, we briefly describe the extraction
pattern representation that we use in all of our algorithms.
The extraction patterns are lexico-syntactic patterns that
represent one or more words appearing in a specific
syntactic context. A shallow parser, Sundance [67], produces a syntactic analysis of each sentence before the
patterns are applied. The Sundance parser identifies major
syntactic constituents (e.g., NPs, VPs, and PPs), labels VPs
with respect to voice (active voice, passive voice, or
infinitive), segments each sentence into clauses, and
identifies the syntactic Subjects, Direct Objects, and Indirect
Objects in each clause.
Fig. 1 shows the 13 syntactic templates for the extraction
patterns used in this work. The patterns extract noun
phrases from three syntactic positions: Subjects (subj),
Direct Objects (dobj), and within Prepositional Phrases
(prep np). The brackets (< >) in Fig. 1 indicate the syntactic
constituent that is extracted by the pattern. An extraction
pattern is created by instantiating one of the syntactic
templates with specific words. Each word must match the
head of the corresponding constituent (e.g., a noun must
match the head of an NP). For example, the first template
shown in Fig. 1 could be instantiated with different verbs to
create patterns that match instances of those verbs that
occur in passive voice VP constructions. For example, the
pattern <subj> passive-verb(kidnapped) would match sentences such as “John was brazenly kidnapped” or “Two
1. The MPQA corpus is described in [33] and is available at
www.cs.pitt.edu/mpqa.
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Fig. 1. Syntactic templates for extraction patterns.

reporters in Cancun were kidnapped.” The syntactic subject
of the VP (“John” and “Two reporters” in the previous
sentences) will be extracted. It is important to note that the
pattern words and the extracted NP do not have to be
adjacent; they only need to occur in the appropriate
syntactic constructions.
Intuitively, each pattern matches words in the context
surrounding a noun phrase that reveal the role that the NP
plays with respect to an action or concept. For example, the
pattern <subj> active-verb(attacked) will extract NPs that
are acting as the attackers, while the pattern activeverb(attacked) <dobj> will extract NPs that are the object
of the attack. Some of the patterns capture noun relations,
such as noun(attack) prep(of) <np>. The syntactic templates
containing aux can be instantiated with either “to-be” or
“to-have” as auxiliary verbs to capture predicate nominal
constructions or “have” expressions, respectively. For
example, the pattern noun(president) aux(to-be) <dobj>
would match “The U.S. president is Barack Obama.”
The algorithms described in this paper generate extraction patterns automatically from a text corpus by instantiating the syntactic templates exhaustively. All of the syntactic
templates are matched against every sentence, and each
matching template produces a lexico-syntactic pattern with
the corresponding words from the sentence. For example,
consider the sentence:
“She wanted desperately to believe in humanity.”

Exhaustively matching the syntactic templates against this
sentence would produce four patterns:
<subj> active-verb(wanted)
<subj> verb(wanted) infinitive(believe)
infinitive(believe) <dobj>
verb(wanted) infinitive(believe) <dobj>
For the sake of simplicity, in the remainder of this paper, we
will generally show a pattern using just the general
expression that it would match (e.g., wanted to believe).

3.3

Learning Subjective Nouns Using Extraction
Pattern Contexts
Two bootstrapping algorithms have been developed to
create semantic dictionaries by exploiting extraction patterns: Meta-Bootstrapping [35] and Basilisk [34].
Meta-Bootstrapping and Basilisk were designed to learn
words that belong to a semantic category (e.g., “truck” is a
VEHICLE and “seashore” is a LOCATION). Both algorithms
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begin with unannotated texts and seed words that represent a
semantic category. A bootstrapping process looks for words
that appear in the same extraction patterns as the seeds and
hypothesizes that those words belong to the same semantic
class. The principle behind this approach is that words of the
same semantic class appear in similar pattern contexts. For
example, the phrases “lived in” and “traveled to” will cooccur with many noun phrases that represent LOCATIONS.
In our research, we want to automatically identify words
that are subjective. Subjective terms have many different
semantic meanings, but we believe that the same contextual
principle applies to subjectivity. In this section, we overview these bootstrapping algorithms and explain how we
use them to generate lists of subjective nouns.

3.3.1 Meta-Bootstrapping
The Meta-Bootstrapping (“MetaBoot”) process [35] begins
with a small set of seed words that represent a targeted
semantic category (e.g., 10 words that represent LOCATIONS)
and an unannotated corpus. First, MetaBoot automatically
creates a set of extraction patterns for the corpus by applying
and instantiating syntactic templates. This process literally
produces thousands of extraction patterns that, collectively,
will extract every noun phrase in the corpus. Next, MetaBoot
computes a score for each pattern based upon the number of
seed words among its extractions. The best pattern is saved
and all of its extracted noun phrases are automatically
labeled as the targeted semantic category.2 MetaBoot then
rescores the extraction patterns, using the original seed
words as well as the newly labeled words, and the process
repeats. This procedure is called mutual bootstrapping.
A second level of bootstrapping (the “meta” bootstrapping part) makes the algorithm more robust. When the
mutual bootstrapping process is finished, all nouns that
were put into the semantic dictionary are reevaluated. Each
noun is assigned a score based on how many different
patterns extracted it. Only the five best nouns are allowed to
remain in the dictionary. The other entries are discarded,
and the mutual bootstrapping process starts over again
using the revised semantic dictionary.
3.3.2 Basilisk
Basilisk [34] is a more recent bootstrapping algorithm that
also utilizes extraction patterns to create a semantic
dictionary. Similarly, Basilisk begins with an unannotated
text corpus and a small set of seed words for a semantic
category. The bootstrapping process involves three steps.
1) Basilisk automatically generates a set of extraction
patterns for the corpus and scores each pattern based upon
the number of seed words among its extractions. This step
is identical to the first step of Meta-Bootstrapping. Basilisk
then puts the best patterns into a Pattern Pool. 2) All nouns3
extracted by a pattern in the Pattern Pool are put into a
Candidate Word Pool. Basilisk scores each noun based
upon the set of patterns that extracted it and their collective
association with the seed words. 3) The top 10 nouns are
labeled as the targeted semantic class and are added to the
2. Our implementation of Meta-Bootstrapping learns individual nouns
(versus noun phrases) and discards capitalized words.
3. Technically, each head noun of an extracted noun phrase.
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TABLE 1
Subjective Seed Words from FBIS

dictionary. The bootstrapping process then repeats, using
the original seeds and the newly labeled words.
The main difference between Basilisk and Meta-Bootstrapping is that Basilisk scores each noun based on
collective information gathered from all patterns that
extracted it. In contrast, Meta-Bootstrapping identifies a
single best pattern and assumes that everything it extracted
belongs to the same semantic class. The second level of
bootstrapping smooths over some of the problems caused
by this assumption. In comparative experiments [34],
Basilisk outperformed Meta-Bootstrapping. But since our
goal of learning subjective nouns is different from the
original intent of the algorithms, we tried them both. We
also suspected that they might learn different words, in
which case using both algorithms could be worthwhile.

3.3.3 Application to Learning Subjective Nouns
The Meta-Bootstrapping and Basilisk algorithms need seed
words and an unannotated text corpus as input. Since we did
not need annotated texts, we created a much larger training
corpus, the bootstrapping corpus, by gathering 950 new texts
from the FBIS source mentioned in Section 3.1. To find
candidate seed words, we automatically identified 850 nouns
that are positively correlated with subjective sentences in
another data set. However, it is crucial that the seed words
occur frequently in our unannotated texts or the bootstrapping process will not get off the ground. So, we searched
for each of the 850 nouns in the bootstrapping corpus, sorted
them by frequency, and manually selected 20 high-frequency
words that we judged to be strongly subjective. Table 1
shows the 20 seed words used for both Meta-Bootstrapping
and Basilisk.
We ran each bootstrapping algorithm for 400 iterations,
generating five words per iteration. Basilisk generated 2,000
nouns and Meta-Bootstrapping generated 1,996 nouns.4
Table 2 shows some examples of extraction patterns that
were discovered to be associated with subjective nouns. The
extraction pattern is shown on the left, and subjective words
extracted by the pattern in our unannotated data set are
shown on the right.
Meta-Bootstrapping and Basilisk are semi-automatic
lexicon generation tools because, although the bootstrapping process is 100 percent automatic, the resulting lexicons
need to be reviewed by a human. This is because NLP
systems expect dictionaries to have high integrity. Even if
the algorithms could achieve 90 percent accuracy, a
dictionary in which one of every 10 words is defined
incorrectly would probably not be desirable. So, we
manually reviewed the 3,996 words proposed by the
algorithms. This process is very fast; it takes only a few
4. Meta-Bootstrapping will sometimes produce fewer than five words
per iteration if it has low confidence in its judgments.
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TABLE 2
Extraction Pattern Examples

TABLE 3
Examples of Learned Subjective Nouns

seconds to classify each word. The entire review process
took approximately 3-4 hours. One author did this labeling;
this person had not looked at or run tests on the MPQA
corpus used for evaluation below.
We classified the words as StrongSubjective, WeakSubjective, or Objective. Objective terms are not subjective at all
(e.g., “chair” or “city”). StrongSubjective terms have strong
subjective connotations, such as “bully” or “belligerence.”
WeakSubjective is used for three situations: 1) Words that
have weak subjective connotations, such as “aberration,”
which implies something out of the ordinary but does not
evoke a strong sense of judgment. 2) Words that clearly
have multiple senses or uses, where one is subjective but the
other is not.5 For example, the word “plague” may refer to a
disease (objective) or an onslaught of something negative
(subjective). 3) Words that are objective by themselves but
appear in idiomatic expressions that are subjective. For
example, the word “eyebrows” is labeled WeakSubjective
because the expression “raised eyebrows” probably occurs
more often in our corpus than literal references to “eyebrows.” Table 3 shows examples of learned words that we
classified as StrongSubjective or WeakSubjective.
5. In this work, the judgment that a word has both subjective and
objective senses was an intuitive judgment, without reference to any
particular dictionary. Recent work addresses the issue of subjective and
objective word senses more formally, e.g., [38], [42].
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TABLE 5
Evaluation of Nouns against a Gold Standard

Fig. 2. Accuracy during bootstrapping.

Once the words are manually classified, we can measure
the effectiveness of the algorithms. We do this in two ways
in this section.
First, we track the accuracy of the words as the bootstrapping process progresses. The graph in Fig. 2 shows these
results. The X-axis shows the number of words generated so
far. The Y-axis shows the percentage of those words that are
manually classified as subjective. As is typical of bootstrapping algorithms, accuracy is high during the initial
iterations but tapers off as bootstrapping continues. After
20 words, both algorithms are 95 percent accurate. After 100
words, Basilisk is 75 percent accurate and MetaBoot is
81 percent accurate. After 1,000 words, accuracy drops to
about 28 percent for MetaBoot, but Basilisk is still performing
reasonably well at 53 percent. Although 53 percent accuracy
is not high for a fully automatic process, Basilisk depends on a
human to review the words, so 53 percent accuracy means
that the human is accepting every other word, on average.
Thus, the reviewer’s time is still being spent productively
even after 1,000 words have been hypothesized. Table 4
shows the size of the final lexicons created by the bootstrapping algorithms. The first two columns show the
number of subjective terms learned by Basilisk and MetaBootstrapping. Basilisk is more prolific, generating 825
subjective terms, compared to 522 for Meta-Bootstrapping.
The third column shows the intersection between their
word lists. There is substantial overlap, but both algorithms
produce many words that the other does not. The last
column shows the results of merging their lists. In total, the
bootstrapping algorithms produced 1,052 subjective nouns.
The second way we measure the effectiveness of the
algorithms is to evaluate the nouns against the MPQA
corpus, which, recall, is manually annotated for subjectivity.
In particular, we want to determine if the nouns consistently
occur in subjective sentences. We evaluate a simple classifier
TABLE 4
Subjective Word Lexicons after Manual Review
(B = Basilisk, M = MetaBootstrapping)

consisting of one rule: If a sentence contains one of the nouns,
the sentence is subjective; otherwise, the sentence is
objective. Of course, we do not intend the nouns to be used
by themselves for subjectivity classification, but rather
integrated with other subjectivity clues and features (as in
Sections 3.4.1 and 4 below). However, evaluating the simple
classifier is a transparent way to evaluate the nouns.
We evaluate this classifier with respect to subjective
precision (SubjPrec), the percentage of sentences automatically classified as subjective that are truly subjective (i.e., the
conditional probability that a sentence truly is subjective,
given that it is automatically classified as subjective), and
subjective recall (SubjRecall), the percentage of true subjective
sentences that are automatically classified as subjective (i.e.,
the conditional probability that a sentence is automatically
classified as subjective, given that it is truly subjective).
Table 5 shows results for the classifier using each type
of noun in turn. For example, the first row shows results
for the nouns identified by Basilisk which were judged to
be strongly subjective, and the last row shows results for
the nouns identified by Metaboot which were judged to be
weakly subjective. The data set consists of 9,732 sentences,
5,380 of which are subjective (55 percent). This data set
does not overlap with the (unannotated) data set used to
learn the nouns.
Given that the percentage of subjective sentences in the
data is only 55 percent, the precision of all four sets is high,
with the strongly subjective sets having higher precision
than the weakly subjective sets, as expected. MetaBoot is
higher recall and lower precision than Basilisk. MetaBoot’s
advantage in recall is greater than its disadvantage in
precision, suggesting that if one of the algorithms is to be
chosen, MetaBoot may be preferable. However, as discussed above, truly comprehensive subjectivity classification will require knowledge not only of frequent reliable
clues, but also of large numbers of infrequent clues. Table 4
shows that Basilisk yields more words than MetaBoot, and
Table 5 shows that Basilisk has higher precision (comparing
the two StrongSubj sets and the two WeakSubj sets). These
findings suggest that applying both algorithms is valuable.
In [30], the effectiveness of the nouns learned with
extraction pattern bootstrapping is additionally evaluated
in the context of supervised learning on manually annotated data. We found that statistically significant performance improvements can be achieved by adding the
learned nouns to the subjectivity lexicon (which is used
by the classifiers presented in that paper), demonstrating
that the learned nouns represent new knowledge not
contained in the subjectivity lexicon before. In the current
paper, Section 3.4.1 below evaluates our rule-based classifiers with and without the learned nouns, providing
additional evidence that the nouns represent new knowledge not already contained in the subjectivity lexicon.
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Learning Subjective Expressions as Extraction
Patterns
We now turn to using lexico-syntactic patterns as linguistically rich and flexible representations of subjective
expressions, and learning subjective patterns from unannotated data.
One of our hypotheses was that extraction patterns
would be able to represent subjective expressions that have
noncompositional meanings. For example, consider the
common expression drives (someone) up the wall, which
expresses the feeling of being annoyed with something. The
meaning of this expression is quite different from the
meanings of its individual words (drives, up, wall). Furthermore, this expression is not a fixed word sequence that
could easily be captured by N-grams. It is a relatively
flexible construction that may be more generally represented as <x> drives <y> up the wall, where x and y may be
arbitrary noun phrases. This pattern would match many
different sentences, such as “George drives me up the wall,”
“She drives the mayor up the wall,” or “The nosy old man
drives his quiet neighbors up the wall.”
We also wondered whether the extraction pattern
representation might reveal slight variations of the same
verb or noun phrase that has different connotations. For
example, you can say that a comedian bombed last night,
which is a subjective statement, but you can’t express this
sentiment with the passive voice of bombed.
To explore these hypotheses, we adopt a learning process
very similar to that used by AutoSlog-TS, which requires
only relevant texts (in our case, a set of subjective sentences)
and irrelevant texts (in our case, a set of objective sentences)
as its input. We begin this section by describing the method
used to obtained these required sets.
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3.4

3.4.1 Harvesting Training Data from Unannotated Texts
This section describes our method for automatically
identifying subjective and objective sentences from unannotated texts. The resulting sets of sentences are used as
training data for the extraction pattern learning process
described in Section 3.4.2, and to create the naive Bayes
classifier (described in Section 4) which is used in the
Information Extraction experiments described in Section 5.
The process begins with a large collection of unannotated
text and two high-precision subjectivity classifiers. One
classifier searches the unannotated corpus for sentences that
can be labeled as subjective with high confidence, and the
other classifier searches for sentences that can be labeled as
objective with high confidence. All other sentences in the
corpus are left unlabeled. The process is depicted in Fig. 3.
The high-precision classifiers (HP-Subj and HP-Obj) use
lists of lexical items that have been shown in previous work
to be good subjectivity clues. Most of the items are single
words, some are N-grams, but none involve syntactic
generalizations as in the extraction patterns. Any data used
to develop this vocabulary do not overlap with any of the
training or test data used in this paper.
Many of the subjectivity clues are from manually
developed resources, including entries from [68], [69],
Framenet lemmas with frame element experiencer [70],
adjectives manually annotated for polarity [25], and subjectivity clues listed in [71]. Others were derived from

Fig. 3. Training data creation.

corpora, including the subjective nouns learned from
unannotated data as described above in Section 3.3.
The subjectivity clues are divided into those that are
strongly subjective and those that are weakly subjective,
using a combination of manual review and empirical results
on a small training set of manually annotated data. These
terms have the same meanings as they did in Section 3.3: A
strongly subjective clue is one that is seldom used without a
subjective meaning, whereas a weakly subjective clue is one
that commonly has both subjective and objective uses.
The high-precision subjective classifier classifies a
sentence as subjective if it contains two or more of the
strongly subjective clues. We evaluate this classifier against
the same subset of the MPQA data as used in Section 3.3,
which, recall, consists of 9,732 sentences, 5,380 of which are
subjective (55 percent).6
On the manually annotated test set used in this paper,
this classifier achieves 91.7 percent precision and 30.9 percent recall (that is, 91.7 percent of the sentences that it
selected are subjective, and it found 30.9 percent of the
subjective sentences in the test set). The subjective
F-measure is 46.2 percent.
The high-precision objective classifier takes a different
approach. Rather than looking for the presence of lexical
items, it looks for the absence of them. It classifies a
sentence as objective if there are no strongly subjective clues
and at most two weakly subjective clues in the current,
previous, and next sentence combined. Why doesn’t the
objective classifier mirror the subjective classifier and
consult its own list of strongly objective clues? There are
certainly lexical items that are statistically correlated with
the objective class (examples are cardinal numbers [72] and
words such as per, case, market, and total), but the presence
of such clues does not readily lead to high-precision
objective classification. If we add sarcasm or a negative
evaluation to a sentence about a dry topic such as stock
prices, then the sentence becomes subjective. Conversely,
even if we add objective topics to a sentence containing two
6. The results in this paper differ somewhat from the results published in
[31], [28] for two reasons: Smaller manually annotated data sets are used in
the previous papers (and, in fact, those sets are different from each other),
and the subjectivity lexicon used in the current paper has additional entries,
derived from other research carried out since that time. However, we have
the same pattern of results. That is, the same relative increases and
decreases in performance are observed in the current paper as in the
previous ones.
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strongly subjective words such as odious and scumbag, the
sentence remains subjective.
The high-precision objective classifier has higher recall
and lower precision than the subjective classifier, with
comparable F-measure: 83 percent precision and 32.8 percent
recall on the test set mentioned above (that is, 83 percent of
the sentences selected by the objective classifier are objective,
and the objective classifier found 32.8 percent of the objective
sentences in the test set); the objective F-measure is
47.1 percent. Though the precision of the objective classifier
is lower than the precision of the subjective classifier, the
performance proved to be good enough for our purposes.
Recall that we are interested in the performance of the
rule-based classifiers when they do not include the nouns
learned as described in Section 3.3, to assess whether the
nouns represent new knowledge added to the subjectivity
lexicon. When the nouns are excluded from the subjectivity
lexicon,7 subjective precision is a bit higher (by 1.6 percentage points). However, subjective recall is considerably
lower (by 7.6 percentage points), showing that the nouns do
represent new knowledge.
The subjective and objective classifiers mirror one
another since one looks for the presence and the other the
absence of subjective clues. The results reflect this: Without
the nouns, objective recall increases (by 10.5 percentage
points) but objective precision decreases (by 9.4 percentage
points). The resulting objective precision (73.6) is too low for
our purposes since these classifiers are being used to create
training data.
We apply the classifiers (with the nouns included) to an
unannotated corpus of 298,954 sentences from the world
press (which does not overlap with the annotated data set
used for evaluation). A total of 68,580 sentences are selected
by the objective classifier and 48,814 are selected by the
subjective classifier. Thus, close to 40 percent of the
sentences are harvested from the unannotated data store.

3.4.2 Learning Subjective Extraction Patterns
To automatically learn extraction patterns that are associated
with subjectivity, we use a learning algorithm similar to
AutoSlog-TS [14]. For training, AutoSlog-TS uses a text
corpus consisting of two distinct sets of texts: “relevant”
texts (in our case, subjective sentences) and “irrelevant” texts
(in our case, objective sentences). A set of syntactic templates
represents the space of possible extraction patterns.
The learning process has two steps. First, the syntactic
templates are applied to the training corpus in an
exhaustive fashion so that extraction patterns are generated
for (literally) every possible instantiation of the templates
that appears in the corpus. The left column of Fig. 4 shows
the syntactic templates used by AutoSlog-TS. The right
column shows specific extraction patterns that are learned
during our subjectivity experiments as instantiations of the
syntactic forms on the left. For example, the pattern <subj>
is satisfied will match any sentence where the verb satisfied
appears in the passive voice. The pattern <subj> dealt blow
7. If one of the nouns was already in the subjectivity lexicon, for example,
if it was added as part of a list from a manually developed resource such as
[68], then it is not removed for the purpose of this evaluation. We are
assessing what knowledge is added as a result of the experiments described
in Section 3.3.
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Fig. 4. Syntactic templates and examples of patterns that were learned.

represents a more complex expression that will match any
sentence that contains a verb phrase with head = dealt
followed by a direct object with head = blow. This would
match sentences such as “The experience dealt a stiff blow
to his pride.” It is important to recognize that these patterns
look for specific syntactic constructions produced by a
(shallow) parser, rather than exact word sequences.
The second step of AutoSlog-TS’s learning process
applies all of the learned extraction patterns to the training
corpus and gathers statistics for how often each pattern
occurs in subjective versus objective sentences. AutoSlog-TS
then ranks the extraction patterns using a metric called
RlogF [14] and asks a human to review the ranked list and
make the final decision about which patterns to keep.
The process used here differs in two ways. First, for this
work, we want a fully automatic process that does not
depend on a human reviewer. As illustrated below, patterns
that are variations of each other may distribute differently in
subjective versus objective texts, and it would be difficult, if
not impossible, for a human to predict the differences. Thus,
in contrast with the nouns learned above in Section 3.3, we
do not intend the learned extraction patterns to be reviewed
by a human and added to a subjectivity lexicon,8 but rather
to provide evidence of subjectivity which is combined with
other evidence for classification, such as the knowledge
contained in a subjectivity lexicon.
Second, we are most interested in finding patterns that
can identify patterns associated with subjectivity with high
precision. So, we rank the extraction patterns using a
conditional probability measure: the probability that a
sentence is subjective given that a specific extraction pattern
appears in it. The exact formula is
P rðsubjective j patterni Þ ¼

subjfreqðpatterni Þ
;
freqðpatterni Þ

where subjfreqðpatterni Þ is the frequency of patterni in
subjective training sentences, and freqðpatterni Þ is the
frequency of patterni in all training sentences. (This may
also be viewed as the subjective precision of the pattern on
the training data.) Finally, we use two thresholds to select
8. The current release of the lexicon available at http://www.cs.pitt.
edu/mpqa does not include them, while it does include the nouns from
Section 3.3.
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Fig. 5. Patterns with interesting behavior.

extraction patterns that are strongly associated with subjectivity in the training data. For this work, we choose
extraction patterns for which freqðpatterni Þ  1 ¼ 5 and
P rðsubjective j patterni Þ  2 ¼ 0:95.
Fig. 5 shows some patterns learned by our system, the
frequency with which they occur in the training data
(FREQ) and the percentage of times they occur in subjective
sentences (%SUBJ). For example, the first two rows show
the behavior of two similar expressions using the verb asked.
Of the sentences that contain asked in the passive voice,
100 percent are subjective, but only 63 percent of the
sentences that contain asked in the active voice are
subjective. A human would probably not expect the active
and passive voices to behave so differently. To understand
why this is so, we looked in the training data and found that
the passive voice is often used to query someone about a
specific opinion. For example, here is one such sentence
from our training set: “Ernest Bai Koroma of RITCORP was
asked to address his supporters on his views relating to ‘full
blooded Temne to head APC’.” In contrast, many of the
sentences containing asked in the active voice are more
general in nature, such as “The mayor asked a newly
formed JR about his petition.”
Fig. 5 also shows that expressions using talk as a noun
(e.g., “Fred is the talk of the town”) are highly correlated
with subjective sentences, while talk as a verb (e.g., “The
mayor will talk about. . . ”) are found in a mix of subjective
and objective sentences. Not surprisingly, longer expressions tend to be more idiomatic (and subjective) than
shorter expressions (e.g., put an end (to) versus put; is going to
be versus is going; was expected from versus was expected).
Finally, the last two rows of Fig. 5 show that expressions
involving the noun fact are highly correlated with subjective
expressions! These patterns match sentences such as The fact
is. . . and . . . is a fact, which apparently are often used in
subjective contexts. This example illustrates that the corpusbased learning method can find phrases that might not
seem subjective to a person intuitively, but that are reliable
indicators of subjectivity.
We trained the extraction pattern learner on the
training data created by the rule-based classifiers described above in Section 3.4.1. A total of 8,490 extraction
patterns were learned that have freqðpatterni Þ  1 ¼ 5
and P rðsubjective j patterni Þ  2 ¼ 0:95 in the training
data.
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We argued in Section 3.4.1 that clues associated with
objectivity do not readily lend themselves to high-precision
classification. However, perhaps combined with other
information, learning objective extraction patterns might
be useful. To explore this, we extract the extraction patterns
that are negatively correlated with subjective sentences (and
hence positively correlated with objective sentences), namely,
those that have freqðpatterni Þ  1 ¼ 5 and P rðsubjective j
patterni Þ  2 ¼ 0:15 in the training data, and treat them as
objective extraction patterns. A total of 2,910 extraction
patterns are selected using these parameters.
As we did for the nouns in Section 3.3, we evaluate the
learned patterns against manually annotated data. Specifically, we evaluate a simple classifier that classifies a sentence
as subjective if it contains any of the learned subjective
patterns. Evaluated on the manually annotated MPQA data
set used in this paper, the subjective precision of the set of
learned patterns is 80.7 (i.e., 80.7 percent of the sentences
with subjective patterns are subjective) and the subjective
recall is 47.2 (i.e., 47.2 percent of the subjective sentences
contain at least one subjective pattern). Thus, the set of
learned patterns has fairly high precision while retrieving a
nontrivial proportion (close to 50 percent) of the subjective
sentences in the manually annotated corpus.
Applying the same evaluation to the objective patterns,
the objective precision of the set of learned patterns is 70.0
and the objective recall is 18.3. Thus, as we expected, the
objective patterns (learned in this setting) are lower
precision than the subjective patterns.
As shown in [31], varying the parameters 1 (frequency)
and 2 (conditional probability) results in the expected tradeoff between precision and recall (with subjective precision
ranging from 71 to 85 percent, and subjective recall ranging
from 40 to 91 percent on the data set used in that paper).
The question arises, does the system learn any additional
knowledge, over and above the subjective vocabulary used
by the rule-based classifiers? The answer is yes. If we add
the extraction pattern features to the “strongly subjective”
category of clues used by the classifiers, and use exactly the
same strategy as in the original subjective rule-based
classifier, the results change as follows: Subjective recall
increases by 19.8 percentage points, to 50.7, while precision
decreases by much less (7.3 points, to 84.4).
The objective rule-based classifier may also be (modestly) improved by incorporating the patterns as well. As
for the subjective classifier, the subjective extraction
patterns are added to the “strongly subjective” category of
clues. The classification strategy is then augmented as
follows: In addition to using its previous rules, the objective
classifier also labels a sentence as objective if it contains no
strongly subjective clues but at least one objective extraction
pattern. Note that adding the subjective extraction patterns
to the set of strongly subjective clues works to decrease the
recall of the objective classifier because it looks for the
absence of subjectivity clues. Adding the objective clues
may balance that effect, serving to increase the recall of the
objective classifier. The net result is that objective recall
increases by 4.9 percentage points, to 37.7, while precision
decreases by only 0.5, to 82.5.
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Adding extraction patterns to the rule-based classifiers
expands their coverage with relatively smaller drops in
precision.

4

LEARNING SUBJECTIVITY SENTENCE
CLASSIFIERS FROM UNANNOTATED TEXT

The labeled sentences identified by the rule-based classifiers
provide us with the opportunity to apply supervised
learning algorithms to our sentence classification task.
Previous work [2], [30], [10] has found that naive Bayes
[73] performs well for subjectivity recognition, and it is a
simple and efficient algorithm to work with. Thus, we use
naive Bayes as our learning algorithm.9 A classifier
developed using machine learning promises to have higher
overall F-measure (albeit lower precision) than the rulebased classifiers described above (which are not able to
classify as subjective or objective approximately 60 percent
of the input corpus).
The purpose of developing a subjective/objective sentence classifier in this paper is to enable an IE system to
consider sentence subjectivity when evaluating its extractions, as described in the following section. The IE task we
address is the MUC-4 terrorism task. This data set is not
manually annotated for subjectivity, and is likely to differ
from the general news corpus that has been manually
annotated for subjectivity. Thus, we use rule-based classifiers as described above in Section 3.4.1 to create MUC-4
training data, and then create a naive Bayes classifier by
training on these data.
The naive Bayes classifier uses several types of set-valued
features (some are based on features used in [72]). There is a
feature for each of the following sets: the strongly subjective
clues used by the original rule-based classifiers, including
the nouns learned as described above in Section 3.3; the
weakly subjective clues used by the original objective rulebased classifier (again, including the nouns learned as
described above); the subjective patterns generated by the
extraction pattern learner described in Section 3.4.2; and the
objective patterns learned by the extraction pattern learner.
We also add features for the following parts of speech,
which have been shown to be effective in previous work
[72], [10], [3]: pronouns, modals (excluding “will”), adjectives, cardinal numbers, and adverbs (excluding “not”). A
three-valued feature is defined for each set based on the
presence of 0, 1, or  2 members of that set in the sentence
(we found such features to be effective in earlier work on
supervised subjectivity classification [74], [30]). In addition,
to incorporate contextual information in the classifier,
another three-valued feature is defined for each set based
on the presence of 0, 1, or  2 members of that set in the
previous and next sentences combined.
The naive Bayes classifier uses a greater variety of
features than the initial rule-based classifier, and it exploits
a probabilistic model to make classification decisions based
on combinations of its features. Thus, it can potentially label
a larger and more diverse set of sentences in the unlabeled
corpus more reliably than the rule-based classifiers can. In a
9. Future work could explore obtaining even better results with other
learning algorithms such as SVM.

Fig. 6. The self-training process.

self-training step, the system uses the naive Bayes classifier
to relabel the training data that it started with, and then
repeats the subsequent steps (extraction pattern learning
and naive Bayes training).
We adopt a conservative strategy, and use the naive
Bayes classifier to label only the 90 percent of sentences it is
most confident about. The remaining 10 percent are labeled
as undecided and are ultimately treated as objective in the
IE experiments described later.
The measure of confidence, CM, comes from the scores
produced by the naive Bayes classifier (fi is the ith feature
used in the classifier):


CM ¼ logðPrðsubjectiveÞÞ
X
þ
logðPrðfi jsubjectiveÞÞ  ðlogðPrðobjectiveÞÞ
i

þ

X
i



logðPrðfi jobjectiveÞÞÞ:

The overall process used to create the classifier used in
the IE experiments described below is depicted in Fig. 6.
We would like to assess the performance of the
classifier against manually annotated data. Since we do
not have MUC data manually annotated for subjectivity,
but only the MPQA news data, we create a classifier
trained on data harvested from our unannotated store of
news data (Section 3.4.1), and then evaluate it on the
manually annotated MPQA test set used throughout this
paper. The classifier achieves 72.7 percent subjective
precision, 84.8 percent subjective recall, and 78.3 percent
subjective F-measure. Thus, as we desired, we have a
classifier with higher F-measure (a better balance of both
precision and recall) than the rule-based classifiers
originally used to create the training data.
In [30], we created a supervised classifier trained and
tested on MPQA data. The F-measure of that system is 79.3.
While this is not directly comparable to the F-measure given
above, as the data are not exactly the same, it does show
that the performance of the system here rivals the
performance of the system trained on manually annotated
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data. Note that other groups have created sentence-level
classifiers trained on annotated data, but their data are too
different to make reasonable comparisons.10

5

IMPROVING INFORMATION EXTRACTION WITH
SUBJECTIVITY CLASSIFICATION

5.1 Motivation
The goal of information extraction (IE) systems is to
extract facts related to events of interest from unstructured text. IE systems typically operate with tunnel vision,
eager to extract any fact that appears to be relevant based
on relatively local expressions and context. Consequently,
IE systems often generate false hits from sentences that
should not be taken literally. For example, IE systems can
be easily misled by metaphorical language. Consider how
the following sentences might be (mis)interpreted by an
IE system that is searching for information about bombings and assaults:
1. The Parliament exploded into fury against the
government when word leaked out . . .
2. D’Aubuisson unleashed harsh attacks on Duarte . . .
In sentence 1, the IE system might conclude that a
bombing took place at the Parliament building. This is
incorrect because the verb “exploded” is being used
metaphorically. In sentence 2, the IE system might conclude
that Duarte was the victim of a physical attack by
D’Aubuisson, which is incorrect because “attacks” is
describing a verbal tirade and not a physical assault.
Even news articles, which are generally assumed to be
primarily factual in nature, frequently include opinions and
evaluative statements by individuals, government officials,
and organizations. Wiebe et al. [36], [37] studied a collection
of Wall Street Journal news articles11 and found that
44 percent of the sentences contain subjectivity. Sentence 3
below shows an example of an obvious opinion statement
that could easily mislead an IE system into extracting “the
economy” as a physical target. Opinion statements can also
include unsupported allegations, rampant speculations,
and hypothetical scenarios like the one in sentence 4, which
may lead to an incorrect extraction reporting that a
congressman was killed.
3. The subversives must suspend the aggression against
the people and the destruction of the economy . . .
4. Searching congressmen is not very nice, but it would
be worse if one were killed.
Our hypothesis is that many incorrect extractions can be
prevented by identifying sentences that contain subjective
language and disallowing extractions from them. Sentences 3
and 4 above are examples of opinion statements that could be
filtered before applying an IE system. Sentences 1 and 2 are
also subjective in nature because sentence 1 describes
10. Pang and Lee [43] automatically create a data set by treating all
snippets from movie reviews as subjective and all sentences from plot
summaries as objective. Yu and Hatzivassiloglou [10] and Dave et al. [3]
manually label sentences with classes which cannot be directly mapped to
our subjective/objective classification. The data in [75] are Japanese.
11. Editorial and review articles were explicitly removed.
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negative emotions (“exploded into fury”) and sentence 2
describes a personal attack (“harsh attacks”).
In this section, we present a series of experiments to
determine whether subjective sentence classification can
improve the accuracy of information extraction systems. We
explore several strategies for using subjectivity classifications, including an aggressive strategy that discards all
extractions in subjective sentences and more complex
strategies that selectively discard extractions.

5.2 The Information Extraction System
As the basis for our experiments, we constructed an IE
system for the MUC-4 terrorism domain. The MUC-4
information extraction task [16] is to identify facts associated with terrorist events, such as bombings, kidnappings,
and murders. The MUC-4 data set consists of 1,700 articles
and associated answer key templates, which contain the
correct information that should be extracted from each
document. Roughly half of the documents mention a
relevant terrorist event, while the other half do not (i.e.,
the answer key templates for these stories are empty).
We generated extraction patterns for this domain using
the AutoSlog-TS extraction pattern learner [14]. AutoSlogTS requires “relevant” and “irrelevant” texts for training, so
we used the relevance judgments associated with the
answer keys to partition the training set (see Section 5.3.1).
We used the Sundance system [67] to parse the documents
and apply the extraction patterns.
AutoSlog-TS is a weakly supervised learner that automatically generates a ranked list of extraction patterns and
then a person must review the top-ranked patterns to
decide which ones are useful for the IE task. The human
reviewer manually assigns an event role to the patterns that
are retained (e.g., the pattern “<subject> was killed” will
extract victims, so would be assigned to the VICTIM
template slot). AutoSlog-TS generated 40,553 distinct
patterns from the MUC-4 training set. A person manually
reviewed the top-ranked patterns that had a score  0:95112
and frequency  3, and retained 397 for the MUC-4 IE task.
We will refer to these 397 patterns as our baseline IE system.
5.3 Experimental Results
5.3.1 The Data Set
We conducted our experiments using the MUC-4 IE data set
[16], which consists of 1,700 articles and their corresponding
answer keys for the domain of Latin American terrorism.
We evaluated performance on four of the MUC-4 string
template slots, which require textual extractions: perpetrators (individuals), victims, physical targets, and weapons.
The MUC-4 data set is divided into 1,300 development
(DEV) texts, and four test sets of 100 texts each (TST1, TST2,
TST3, and TST4).13 We used 1,400 texts (DEV þ TST1) as
our training set, 100 texts (TST2) as a tuning set, and
200 texts (TST3 þ TST4) as our test set.
The IE process typically involves extracting information
from sentences and then mapping that information into
answer key templates, one template for each event
described in the story. Many of the MUC-4 stories describe
12. This score corresponds to the RlogF metric, described in [14].
13. The DEV texts were used for development in MUC-3 and MUC-4.
The TST1 and TST2 texts were used as test sets for MUC-3 and then as
development texts for MUC-4. The TST3 and TST4 texts were used as the
test sets for MUC-4.
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TABLE 6
Subjectivity Filtering Results on the MUC-4 Test Set

multiple terrorist events, and therefore should generate
multiple output templates. Template generation is a
complex process, requiring coreference resolution and
discourse analysis to determine how many incidents were
reported and which facts belong with each incident. Our
goal is to use subjectivity filtering to eliminate bad
extractions immediately so that the discourse analyzer
doesn’t have to grapple with them. Consequently, we
evaluated the performance of our IE system on the
extractions themselves, before template generation would
take place. This approach directly measures how well we
are able to filter bad extractions without introducing
confounding factors from the template generation process.14

5.3.2 Baseline Results
Row (a) of Table 6 shows the results of our baseline IE
system on the MUC-4 test set. The first three columns show
Recall, Precision, and F-measure ( ¼ 1) scores. The last two
columns show the number of correct extractions and the
number of incorrect extractions. The IE system achieved
52 percent recall with 42 percent precision, yielding an
F-measure of 47 percent.15 These scores are similar to those
of other IE systems on the MUC-4 IE task [13], [16], but they
are not directly comparable because those evaluations
include template generation. For the purposes of the current
study, these numbers simply represent a baseline against
which we will compare different strategies for reducing the
number of bad extractions by filtering subjective sentences.
5.3.3 Aggressive Subjective Sentence Filtering
For our first attempt at subjectivity filtering, we discarded all
extractions that occurred in sentences labeled as subjective by
the classifier. Row (b) in Table 6 shows these results. Precision
increased þ2 percent because 94 bad extractions were
discarded, but recall dropped 8 percent because 48 correct
extractions were also discarded. These results seemed to
confirm our intuition that many bad extractions occur in
subjective sentences, but we were surprised to find that so
many good extractions also come from subjective sentences.
Clearly, the strategy of indiscriminately discarding all
extractions in subjective sentences is too simplistic, so we
decided to further investigate how subjective statements
and factual statements coexist in the same sentence.
14. For example, suppose that a coreference resolver incorrectly decides
that two extractions are coreferent and merges them. One extraction will be
lost, but the fault lies with the coreference resolver and not with the
extraction engine per se.
15. We used a head noun scoring scheme, where we scored an extraction
as correct if its head noun matched the head noun in the answer key. This
approach allows for different leading modifiers in an NP as long as the head
noun is the same. For example, “armed men” will successfully match “five
armed men.” We also discarded pronouns (they weren’t scored at all)
because our system does not perform coreference resolution.

5.3.4 Source Attribution Modification
An immediate observation was that many sentences with
source attributions contain factual information, and these
were often being classified as subjective. News articles, in
particular, often report information by citing a source (e.g.,
“The Associated Press reported . . . ” or “The President stated
. . . ”). Many of the same verbs, however, can also be used
to attribute an opinionated statement to someone or
something (e.g., CNN reported that Bush praised his Attorney
General for . . . or Bush stated that he was opposed to . . . ).
Nevertheless, the presence of a source attribution in a
sentence is a strong indicator that the sentence may contain
important factual information, so we decided to override
the subjectivity classifier when a source attribution occurs
in a sentence that had a modest subjectivity score. More
precisely, we modified our system to override the classifier
and extract information from a sentence when it satisfies
the following two criteria: 1) The confidence measure, CM,
is  25, indicating that the classifier considers the sentence
to be only weakly subjective, and 2) the sentence contains
any of the following attribution verbs: {affirm, announce,
cite, confirm, convey, disclose, report, tell, say, state}. Row (c) of
Table 6 shows the results of the modified system
(IE+Subj_Attr). Extracting information from source attribution sentences improved recall þ2 percent, while maintaining the same level of precision.
5.3.5 Selective Subjective Sentence Filtering
Further investigation revealed that facts and opinions
frequently do coexist in the same sentence, so we simply
can’t ignore all sentences that contain subjective language.
For example, consider the sentence: “He was outraged by the
terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.” “Outraged” is a
highly subjective term. Nonetheless, this sentence also
mentions a pertinent fact: There was a terrorist attack on
the World Trade Center. Our solution was to modify our
system to recognize “mixed” sentences that are likely to
contain both facts and opinions. Our approach was
to identify indicator patterns that should always be allowed
to extract information, regardless of whether they appear in
a subjective context or not. Intuitively, an indicator pattern
represents an expression that is virtually a dead giveaway
that a fact of interest is present. While no patterns are
perfectly reliable, indicator patterns tend to be much more
reliable than other patterns. For example, “murder of <NP>”
and “<NP> was assassinated” nearly always identify murder
victims, regardless of the surrounding context. In contrast,
nonindicator patterns represent expressions that may or may
not extract relevant information depending on the context.
For example, “<NP> was arrested” and “injured by <NP>”
may extract the names of terrorists when these patterns
appear in a terrorist event description, but they may extract
other information when they appear in other contexts.
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To automatically recognize indicator patterns, we used
the statistics generated by AutoSlog-TS during training. If a
pattern has a conditional probability P ðrelevant j patterni Þ
 :65 and a frequency  10, then we label it as an indicator
pattern because it is highly correlated with domain-relevant
texts. Otherwise, we label the pattern as a nonindicator
pattern. We conducted an initial experiment to see if the
indicator patterns alone would be sufficient for our IE task.
When using only the indicator patterns in our baseline IE
system, recall dropped from 52 to 40 percent, which shows
that the nonindicator patterns do extract a lot of relevant
information as well.
We then modified our system to perform selective
subjectivity filtering: Extractions from indicator patterns
are never discarded, but extractions from nonindicator
patterns are discarded if they appear in a subjective
sentence. Row (d) of Table 6 shows the results. Selective
subjectivity filtering had a dramatic impact on performance, recovering 27 correct extractions that were previously discarded, which brought recall up from 46 to
51 percent (close to the 52 percent maximum recall possible
without any subjectivity filtering) while further improving
precision (to 45 percent).

5.3.6 Subjective Extraction Pattern Filtering
The terrorism domain patterns in our IE system were
manually reviewed (see Section 5.2), so they should be of
high quality. But anticipating which patterns will perform
well is difficult because it is hard for people to anticipate the
kinds of expressions that they will match and the contexts
in which they will appear. We hypothesized that subjectivity analysis may be helpful in providing an empirical,
alternative assessment of each pattern, not just in terms of
relevance to the domain, but in terms of whether it is more
frequently used in subjective or objective contexts. Intuitively, if a pattern is highly correlated with subjective
sentences, then perhaps we should be suspicious that the
pattern is matching different kinds of expressions or is
being used in a different way than was expected.
To investigate this idea, we applied the subjective
sentence classifier and the nonindicator extraction patterns
to the training set and counted the number of times each
pattern occurred in subjective versus objective sentences. For
each pattern, we estimated the probability that a sentence is
subjective given that it contains that pattern. We deemed an
extraction pattern to be a subjective pattern if P ðsubjective j
patterni Þ > :50 and its frequency  10.16 Ten of our IE
patterns were identified as being subjective patterns:

The pattern “was aimed at <np>” illustrates how an
expression can be used in multiple ways and why it can be
difficult to predict which usage will be more common. A
person might expect this pattern to reliably extract targets
16. In our corpus, we observed that the subjectivity classifier labeled
about 50 percent of the sentences as subjective. So, we made the assumption
that there is roughly a 50/50 split between subjective and objective
sentences.
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IE Results for Individual Slots

(e.g., “One attack was aimed at fuel storage tanks.”), but the
statistics revealed that 58 percent of the time this expression
occurred in subjective contexts with a more general use of
the expression (e.g., “The proposal is aimed at circumventing
the skepticism of the Board.”).
Next, we modified our system to ignore all extractions
from these “subjective patterns” (even though they were
previously deemed to be reliable IE patterns by a human).
Row (e) of Table 6 shows the results. This process filtered six
additional extractions, all of which were incorrect. Although
the precision improvement was small, using automated
subjectivity analysis to reassess manually reviewed patterns
seems to be valuable: It costs nothing and adds an additional
source of quality control to the IE process.
Our final system achieved a precision gain of þ4 percent
over the baseline IE system, with minimal recall loss
(1 percent). In absolute terms, using the subjectivity
filtering strategies resulted in 62 fewer incorrect extractions
while losing only eight correct extractions. Table 7 breaks
down the individual results for the four types of extracted
information. Subjectivity filtering improved performance in
all four categories, increasing precision by as much as
þ5 percent on two of the four categories.

5.4

Combining Subjectivity Classification with
Topic Classification
As we explained in Section 5.3.1, the MUC-4 corpus is a
mixture of relevant (on-topic) texts and irrelevant (off-topic)
texts that do not mention any terrorist events. We wondered
whether subjectivity filtering was eliminating bad extractions primarily from the irrelevant texts. If so, then a good
topic-based classifier might suffice and eliminate the need
for subjectivity filtering.
To answer this question, we conducted an experiment to
see how subjectivity filtering would perform if we had a
perfect topic-based text classifier. The first row of Table 8
shows the results of applying our baseline IE system only to
the relevant texts in the test set. Precision increases by
þ11 percent compared to the results on the entire test set.
This shows that many bad extractions were indeed
eliminated by removing the off-topic texts. However, the
second row of Table 8 shows the results of applying our IE
system with subjectivity filtering only to the relevant texts.
Precision improves by þ3 percent over the baseline system,
which is almost the same level of precision improvement
that we saw on the complete test set. These results
demonstrate that subjectivity filtering is in fact eliminating
bad extractions from relevant (on-topic) documents as well.
Our conclusion is that topic-based text filtering and
subjectivity filtering are complementary: Topic-based filtering will improve precision, but subjectivity filtering
combined with topic-based filtering performs even better.
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CONCLUSIONS

The demand both for high-quality information extraction
and high-quality subjectivity analysis systems continues to
grow as increasingly vast amounts of text are available
online and as social interaction increasingly occurs online.
In this paper, we explore a perhaps surprising synergy
between subjectivity analysis and information extraction.
First, we investigate exploiting IE techniques to learn and
recognize subjective language. Though several subjectivity
lexicons exist, they are far from complete; in addition,
subjective language may be domain dependent. A goal of
our work is to create subjective language learners that do
not require manually annotated data as input, which may
be applied to large amounts of text to create richer
dictionaries and which may be applied to domains for
which manually annotated data do not exist. Our approach
is to use weakly supervised IE learning methods to
automatically discover subjective words and expressions
from unannotated texts. In learning subjective nouns using
extraction pattern contexts, we found that both the MetaBootstrapping and Basilisk algorithms are effective and that
both find words that the other does not. After a manual
review of 3-4 hours, over 1,000 subjective nouns were
learned. Evaluated against a gold standard, the probability
that a sentence which has one is subjective is high (up to
0.87 for those judged strongly subjective).
We added the learned nouns to an existing subjectivity
lexicon, and then use rule-based classifiers to bootstrap
from the lexicon to harvest subjective and objective
sentences from unannotated data. The precision of the
classifiers is high (over 0.90 for the subjective classifier and
over 0.80 for the objective one). The harvested data are fed
as input into an extraction pattern learning algorithm.
Patterns that are variations of each other may distribute
differently in subjective versus objective texts, and it is
perhaps impossible for a human to predict such differences.
Thus, these patterns are not reviewed by a human; we
propose that they be used as evidence during subjectivity
classification rather than added as entries to a subjectivity
lexicon. Even without human review, the probability that a
sentence which has one is subjective is over 0.80. For both
the learned nouns and the learned extraction patterns, we
provide evidence that they represent additional knowledge
over and above the knowledge that was already contained
in the subjectivity lexicon.
The harvested training data are used to train a subjective/objective sentence classifier which combines features from previous work with features built from the
nouns and patterns learned in this paper. The purpose of
the classifier in this paper is to enable an IE system to
consider sentence subjectivity on data that are not manually
annotated for subjectivity. The classifier achieves an
F-measure over 0.78, which rivals classifiers trained on
manually annotated data.
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Overall, the required inputs for our work on subjectivity
are an existing subjectivity lexicon, a set of seed nouns, and
a small amount of human review.
The classifier is then used in our second research
direction: the use of subjectivity analysis to improve the
accuracy of fact-based information extraction systems.
Information extraction systems suffer from false hits, and
we observed that many of these false hits occur in
subjective sentences. Our hypothesis was that many
incorrect extractions can be prevented by identifying
sentences that contain subjective language and disallowing
extractions from them. We explore the idea of using a
subjective sentence classifier, on data which have not been
annotated for subjectivity, to proactively identify and filter
subjective sentences before extracting information from
them. We carried out a series of experiments exploring
several strategies, including an aggressive strategy that
discards all extractions in subjective sentences, and more
complex ones that are more selective. The simple aggressive
strategy does increase precision, but at the cost of too much
loss in recall. With a combination of more complex filtering
strategies, the performance of the IE system is improved by
realizing increases in precision with little decrease in recall.
We also provide evidence that topic-based text filtering and
subjectivity filtering are complementary ways to increase
information extraction performance.
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